West BengalPollution Control Board  
(Department of Environment, Government of West Bengal)  
Paribesh Bhawan, Bldg. 10A, Block LA  
Sector III, Salt Lake, Kolkata 700 098  
Tel: 2335-9088, 2335-7428/8211/6731/0261/8861  
Fax: (0091) (033) 2335-2813, 2335-6730  

Memo no. 743-2L/WPB-I(IX)2006  
Date: 07/05/2010  

DIRECTION  

WHEREAS, M/s A.S.P. Private Limited (hereinafter referred to as the industry) operates its small scale manufacturing and galvanising unit (manufacturing section comprising of Bolt forging section and Nut forging section and galvanising section comprising of acid pickling bath, zinc melting bath and drier etc.) at 7 Kumar Para Road, P.O. & P.S. Liluah, Howrah 711 204.  

WHEREAS, the report of inspection dated 01/04/2010 carried out by the officials of the WEST BENGAL POLLUTION CONTROL BOARD (hereinafter referred to as the Board) revealed that the industry was carrying out pickling activity using hydrochloric acid and using 'ferro guard' instead of CV 400 and plastic balls to arrest excess fume generation.  

WHEREAS, a hearing of the industry was conducted at the Head Office of the Board on 05/04/2010.  

NOW, THEREFORE, considering the report of inspection dated 01/04/2010, M/s A.S.P. Private Limited is hereby directed to operate maintaining the following conditions:  

1. That the industry should use CV 400 and plastic balls to arrest excess fume generation  
2. That the industry should operate the ETP in a manner so that all the relevant parameters at the final outlet of ETP should comply with permissible standards as prescribed by WBPCB.  
3. That the industry should explore the possibility of using sulphuric acid in place of hydrochloric acid for pickling to avoid excessive fuming.  

In case of any non-compliance of the above Direction, the Board will initiate stricter regulatory action without any further reference in the matter.  

The concerned R.O. should inspect the unit after six weeks to ascertain compliance with the above directions and send report to the Head Office.  

This direction is issued in exercise of the powers conferred under the provision of Water (Prevention & Control of Pollution) Act 1974, Air (Prevention & Control of Pollution) Act, 1981, and Environment (Protection) Act, 1986 and Rules made thereunder.  

By Order  

Sd/-  
(Subrata Ghosh)  
Chief Engineer  
Operation & Execution Cell, WBPCB